


Purpose

To encourage a deeper understanding of beauty and its origins by 
explaining this often superficial subject using scientific evedence and 
cultural examples.

The StoryLine
 
A look at beauty from an introspective, scientific, and global perspective
  - Question what is beautiful and why
  - Discover beauty’s natural origins 
  - Explore social and societal impacts

The Target Audience

Primary Audience: Young Adult / Families 
  - Discussion based learning for kids
  - Self reflective learning for adults
  - Interaction based learning for kids and adults

Secondary Audience: Adults / Young Children
  - Independent adults of all ages
  - School groups (science/art classes)
  - Young children accompanied by adults

Visitor Outcomes

Inspiration, Contemplation, Connection

Project Statement



CEILING PLAN
Scale: 1:1351
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EXISTING 4" INTERIOR WALL

EXISTING PERIMETER WALL

EXISTING ROLL-UP DOOR  

EXISTING SOFFIT / DOOR HEAD

EXISTING LIGHT GRID
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E EXISTING EXIT SIGN
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HEIGHT TO CEILING GRID IS 10'-10"

Entrance

What do I think 
is Beautiful?

Beauty is found 
in Nature

Proof: Beauty in Math 
and ScienceBeauty in 

Culture & Art

Beauty Across 
the Globe

Flow



2-D Design

Suggested Colors:

Design Approach 

- Satuated color scheme
- Monochrome images

Logo

Typography

- Titles: Heletica Neue Bold
- Body Copy: Helvetica Neue Regular
- When the logo is used it can be accompanied by  
   black or white text: Helvetica Neue Regular

Graphics

- Geometric shapes: square, circle, spiral
- Square motif under section headings

What is

?

What is

?
An equation 			 for perfection.

Use of logo within 
heading text on light 
and dark backgrounds

Square motif with 
section headings

geometric shapes

monochromatic imagery: 
backgrounds for graphic panels



Entrance

What is

?

The story begins with a choice: Pick the image you find most beautiful. 

 - Starts the viewer questioning what beauty means to them.

Once inside, the visitor may enter the exhibit from either side.

 - Text is presented answering the question from many viewpoints.

Lighting lines the doorway to create a glowing door effect, and creates accent 
light for the painting on the wall behind.



What does beauty mean to you?

Which one? Interactive

 - The visitor is presented with touch screens

 - Invitied to touch the image they find more beautiful

 - An overlay shows the percentage of people who chose 
   each image

 - Diamond Shape

Barbie & Ken - Limits of Beauty

 - A life size Barbie and Ken doll are  
   placed for comparison to real life. 

 - Signs ask questions like:

 “Can something be too perfect?” 

 “Is perfection beautiful or unnerving?”

My Beauty 
 
 - A digital mirror reflects the visitor

 - A picture is taken

 - The visitor touches the spot on 
   themselves that they see as most 
   beautiful

 - Another screen shows averages



Beauty in nature

The origins of our concepts of beauty

- Themes found in nature
- Look at different plants, animal models

Added interactive
- Museum staff to guide discussion of Fibonacci 
sequence in nature

Section overview - Mathematical perfection in 
nature (look), in fine arts (touch), and in music 
(hear)

Natural Perfection - 
an equation for beauty

The Feel of Beauty

The Sound of Beauty

Section mood:  Peaceful, contemplative.  Forest 
sound effects, soft natural lighting (green tint)



What does beauty feel like?

The feel of different mathematical principles

- Symmetry vs assymetry
- Columns, texture roller of common decorative 
texture

The cave of Textures

- Art and communication through beautiful patterns
- Buttons next to each texture zone tell you what 
they are about 

Section mood:  Calm, mysteri-
ous.  Dim cave-like lighting.  
Interactives are lit from within 
if clear materials are used 
(consider budget).  Soft music 
(preferably non-American)



What does beauty sound like?

Art of composition 
- Interactive table
Interactive table has 4 touch zones which allow you to 
choose from looking at music with highlights showing 
the mathematical elements of symmetry and regular 
intervals,, a famous musician and the kinds of math 
found in their music, or listen to different instruments 
and see their different wave forms - which ones would 
you predict sound more beauitful? 

In Depth Musical Exploration

- Listening walls with two headphones each
Screen with 3 related musical options

Entering Sound from 
Touch section

Section mood:  Playful, lively.  
Brighter light, yellow-green 
color scheme.  Sheet music 
artwork around the walls.  



Culture & Art

Culture Beauty Scale
 
 - Wall panel about weight & beauty in history
 - Scale wont show weight but the culture/period/community that   
   you would be most beautiful
  Ex: - midwest
  - minoan, 
  - han dynasty, 
  - 3rd kingdom of egypt, etc.

Artifact Case

 - Statue of beauty through ages:
  Ex: Venus of Willendorf
  - Figurines from Asia
  - Figurines from Africa etc.
  

Media Screen
 
 - Video of the beauty w/ narration
 - Similiar themed videos:
  Why Beauty Matters
  American Beauty
  Human Face
  Famine Within
  Bootyful
Narrators: 
Samuel l Jackson, Angeliana Jolie, Morgan Freeman, Segorine Weaver 



Global Perceptions

Golden Ratio in Art From Around the World
 
 - Button Lights up with mathmatical proportions
 - Paintings from across globe & different styles 
 - 7 periods: mona lisa, mattisse, etc.

World Instagram Map of Beauty #amnhbeauty
 
 - Map of the globe with geotragged photos from instagram
 - Visitors are encouraged to instagram pics around world & say why  
   pic is beauty based upon exhibition
 - Strong, memorable exhibit take-away 
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